
Synopsis

The world has become a drug reliant, unsafe place. Human kind are obsessed. A pill for this, a pill 
for that. When will it end. Will it ever end? That is the question. We follow the life of Sarah as she 
naively enters this dark space, unknowing of what she is getting herself into. Does she make it out 
alive or does she become consumed like every other once naive soul. 

scene 1 

Dining room- DAYTIME 

Sarah 

“The world that we live in, the world as we know it..” 
(soft tone) 

 *clears throat* 
*projects voice* 

“The world that we live in, the world as we know it..” 
(higher tone) 

“The world!- Ugh.. come on” 
                 

Sarah is reciting her poem. She is slowly pacing up and down. 



Dining room- DAYTIME 

Tom 

“man last night was crazy, never seen colours so bright”  

Phoebe  

“Oh shit yeh this stuff is crazy for sure.” 

Tom 

“haha for sure, talk about take you to another dimension”  

*both laugh*  
                

Tom and pheobe talking about their night, last night. They discuss the 
drugs they took and how it enhanced everything for them. They laugh and 

joke. 

House Dining room table- DAYTIME 

Sarah 

*listens in on conversation, curiously* 
*continues to recite poem* 

“the world as we know it…” 

scene 2 

BUS - DAY TIME 

*distant muffles of people talking on the bus* 

Sarah scrolls on her tablet. Looking down at her feed, full of posts 
promoting new drugs. 

Camera: Start out showing a panned out view of the upper deck of the bus, 
shows people scrolling on gadgets, tablets. Zoom to Sarah scrolling on 

her tablet.  



London retail park- DAYTIME 

Sarah 

 *Picks up phone and calls laila* 

Sarah 
“hey laila” 

Laila 
“hey Sarah hows the poem going” 

Sarah  
“i’m alright, just nervous about the performance” 

Laila  
“you’re gonna smash it believe in yourself” 

*phone call ends*              

Sarah smiles down at the phone as it hangs up. Sarah looks up and wonders 
out thinking can she do this. Feeling guilty she has made her decision,  
continues to make her way to the drugstore where she can purchase the 

pill.  

Camera: camera pans alongside Sarah walking down the shops as she has a 
phone call to her friend laila. Close up of Sarah on the phone. 

London retail park- DAYTIME 

*light sigh* 
Sarah takes a deep breathe and goes into the drugstore. 

She come back out with the pill that could change everything. She looks 
down at her hand then back up and around her, feeling guilty.  

Camera: Focus cam on Sarah walking into the drugstore, and out wide shot. 
When she comes out zoom in on her hand and what she has got. 

BEDROOM - EVENING 

Sarah 
 “Here goes nothing” 

                 (Calm tone) 

Sarah places pill onto her tongue.  

Camera: Close up of Sarahs face. Camera focuses and zooms on Sarahs mouth 
as she places the pill onto her tongue. 



TUBE - AFTERNOON/EVE 

Sarah 
“Oh shit” .. “ Erm..what the…”  

                  (Confused tone) 

Sarah is riding the tube to her next destination. She picks up the paper 
(or tablet) next to her to read. Mid travelling she has a blackout and 
wakes up past the destination she was supposed to be at. Sarah feels 

disorientated. She looks around for answers. 

Camera: Camera follows Sarah as she gets onto tube. Distant shot of her 
sat on the tube looking around her. Zoom into her picking up the paper/
tablet. Camera catches her eyes starting to fade as she slips into a 

blackout. Screen goes black. Camera panned out shows Sarah as she wakes 
up from the blackout confused.  

STATION PLATFORM - DAY 

*sarah calls laila*  

Sarah  
“Hello” 

Laila 
“Hey girl, you feeling ready for your recital?” 

Sarah 
“hey Laila, it’s going ok but I… 

Laila  
“whats up.. somethings not right?” 

Sarah  
“something weird just happened. i cant explain now… i’ve got to go.. 

don't worry ill explain later”  
  

*hangs up phone* 

Sarah calls laila and goes to explain what has happened then stops. She 
feels guilty and nervous to tell her best friends what she did, and how 
it is affecting her now. She tells her she will explain later. She hangs 

up the phone.            

Camera: Distant, full body shot of sarah on platform looking down at her 
phone. Medium shot of sarah ( head & shoulders) as she takes her phone 

call. Close up of phone in hand as she ends call. Back to medium shot of 
sarah looking up from phone and away.  



AFTERNOON- near home 

Sarah is walking back down her road heading home. Her vision becomes 
blurry, and she begins to feel dizzy. She touches her head and stops in 

her tracks as she tries to gain back her sight and wellbeing.  

Camera: Follow sarah walking home, wide and long shots. Zoom in on her 
head and shoulders as she touches her head. 

AFTERNOON- home 

Phoebe  
 “hey sarah hows it going” 

Sarah  
“hey pheebs, I'm just feeling a little under the weather, going to take a 

quick nap, see you in a bit” 

Phoebe 
“alright sugar, get well soon” 

Sarah comes home and has a quick conversation with phoebee. She doesn’t 
tell her that she has taken this pill or that she is suffering from the 
side effects. She plays it off as being unwell, and hopes it will pass. 

She heads up to her room for the nap. 

Camera: focusing on phoebe and sarah in separate shots. Show phoebe 
calling out to sarah from the dining room but doesn’t get up. Show sarah 

got straight up the stairs. 

Bedroom 
  

Sarah walks into her bedroom and takes her shoes off. She fluffs up the 
pillows and sits down on the edge of her bed for a minute thinking. She 

then proceeds to take a nap. 

*light sighs* 
*show her discomfort* 

*** 

Sarah 
  

“MY RECITAL”  
“NO! It cant be… it cant be!” 

Sarah wakes up hours later shouting “MY RECITAL”. It Is too late. She was 
consumed by the drug she relied on to enhance her abilities. She missed 

her recital and was left feeling a lot worse than she started out. 

Camera: wide shot of sarah in her bed. Show her spring up from the 
covers. Long shot of her in bed sobbing.  



- have pill come in post- film sarah 


